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Third wave

1980 waterfall and manual testing, large tools, XP, RAD 

2000 open source frameworks, sharing knowledge, agile, XP, Scrum, 

Kanban, speed!

2010 larger scale, faster!, crowdtesting , user feedback, cloud, apps, 

DevOps, Continuous testing, CI/CD-integration

2020 Autonomous testing with Machine Learning and AI

Source:ThirdWave Testtalk Joe Colantonio



Test tools with ai this moment

Wat do they do?

Do we have to believe what they say?

Is it real or exaggerated?

Do they provide us with insights in how ai is used?

And not to forget: are they handy and useful?

A small insight in what we have seen..



Vision on youtube:

Ai will solve problems we have with Selenium or Appium

Tests break if the element identifier has been changed

Tests fail if when an element missing, a step is missing 
and the tests stop.

Missing tests, coverage

Coding of tests is too time-consuming.

Reaction on this video: Is it fine, if I say 'bullcrap'?



Others complement
Making quality software is slow and expensive

People use more software and we expect more from 
functionality, features and quality
Time to market is getting shorter

Visual differences are not easy to detect by tools and 
give too many mistakes

We test too little, too much or the wrong things

CI/CD pipeline is clogged, tests consume too much 
time



Differences with identifiers and layout

Baseline Nieuwe run



Different tools and their roots



Eran Sher in TestTalk

Problem: coverage by tests

What happened if you are running all your regression 
tests, all the tests are passing, but actually you don't know 
what they are covering. 

You need to make sure that the content of the build is 

tested. 

It's hard because with continuous integration, you're 

getting lots of builds. 

You're getting incremental code changes. In many cases, 

the feature is not even ready as a whole. 

You're getting part of the feature until it's ready with ready 

with one of the last builds.



Continuous testmanagement

• Grafisch weergevenveel opleveringen ci/cd pipeline, wachtrij

• geen idee of je geautomatiseerde (unit tm selenium) testen alles dekken

• weinig tijd om alles te testen+ kwaliteit van de testen+ besluit om te releasen op basis van wat?



A summary…
Data from all types of tests is collected and analyzed on code coverage.

In dashboards the analyzed results are shown. In the overviews you can 
click through to details. From overviews to details. 

Trends are made visible, quality improvements can be implemented. 
Duplicate testing can be prevented.

This way you will know where the gaps are.

Commit check on untested code.



Exploratory test code coverage
Provide insight into which code areas are tested with manual and exploratory tests to 
improve team efficiency and speed.

Reduce overlap with other test types to reduce test time



Details

Israël ai-bi? Ci 

integr.
internet rapport ?



Improve code quality
Spin off from Oxford

• Uses code and code history for 

• Code coverage tests

• Automatically generates unit tests where they are missing 

after a sweep through the code



Where in software development?



Details

UK Ai! Ci? github rapport Github?

Probabilitstic Fault Localisation (paper)

Lots of scientific articles



Visual validation of changes

Add on on existing test suites

Supports lots of (test)frameworks

Ai powered visual testing and monitoring



Wat kan applitools?

Visual testing can generate a lot of errors and is not easy.

Applitools use ai to prevent this and to learn which changes are meaningful 
and which not.

Baseline New run



Israël 

USA

Ai Ci Sdk/api Individual [$299 p/m] 

Enterprise Publ/ Priv Cloud

Visual  differences, bugs and baseline



Real test cases

ultra high test engineer productivity-lightning fast test creation



Appvance ai explanation



Short recap
A scan of the application can be done in a few minutes

After we have specified a few entry fields machine learning will continue to get the application 
ready ..

Test scripts are generated on activities of real users (production)

The result is hundreds or thousands of scripts

These scripts can be used for functional and performance testing.



Side step: Testcases from production



internet yes ?

Details

Customers mentioned on 
website: large companies

Software can be used with
Oracle forms
Oracle webform server
AngularJS
HTML5

USA 

Costa Rica 

India



Generate cases & self healing tests

autonomous testing-no scripting-zero maintenance-execute thousands tests in minutes-ai diagnoses-visual testing



Functionize and ai



Recap

Collect data: online users + testers 

Data → tool (adaptive event analysis system) → creates models 

Models are pushed to the Elastic Cloud environment

Tests are run on all platforms

Can analyze static and dynamic content with ML

San 

Francisco

ai Ci internet rapport ?



Generate testcases & predict quality

Productivity gap

UX gap

Increase Coverage through Automated Exploratory Testing

AI tests what users can do

„Eggplant AI automation. It auto-generates test cases to massively increase 
testing productivity, speed, and coverage. 
It uses artificial intelligence and deep learning to literally hunt defects —
predicting where quality issues are most likely to pop up, and correlating data 
to quickly identify and resolve them.“



Functional tests and model

Functional test suite of eggplant is needed for ai module

Ai tool used to create a blueprint/map 

of your with pages, widgets, 

Actions, datatypes and states.

The ai can be influenced by the user:

Give a scenario a higher weighting



Londen

USA

ai Ci internet rapport ?

Predictive

Test suite functional- performance-netwerk-cloud automation-management tool ..

Bug Content Predictor anticipates the expected, relative 

number of undiscovered defects based on the development and 

test assets. It uses an internal metric of undiscovered defects 

per thousand lines of code to assess all aspects of the build 

process, including the quality of the requirements that define the 

feature being checked in.

Test Coverage Predictor uses coverage data from regression 

and exploratory tests to provide an assessment of the level of 

coverage on the current product.



Record & playback as a base for ai testing



Demo MABL







Deep Dive met MABL

Dive films







Testim

autonomous authoring - tests that learn

Testim uses machine learning automation to speed-up the 

authoring, execution, and maintenance of automated tests.



Retest



Boston ai Ci online rapport 0,15per runChrome-
extension

Tools applying ai to test scenarios

USA

Israël
ai Ci online rapport 0 for 100 

runs/mnd

Germany ai! Ci? lokaal rapport ?Java



App verkennen-testgevallen-bugs 
oplossen
sofy is a machine learning and ai powered software testing assistant

Upload Android and IoS apps 

Crawler does its job

Bug encountered? Dashboardwith  visual information. 

Rapportage in Jira met log en reproductiepad

Bug rapport is alsoa test

Articles with known issues frameworks linked (stack overflow)

Extended cloud



land ai? Ci? internet rapport kosten

Sankey app 
navigation



Generate baseline and compare runs

USA ai Ci? internet rapport 1200

3999 mnd

functional regression testing without any human involvement



Generate baseline-match diffs - platform

Zd Korea ai? Ci upload rapport 0 trial



Testar

Open University

University of Utrecht and Valencia

Start phase: running on its own

Detection of crashes and non-responsiveness

Error types can be added

Open source and downloadable



How does this tool work?



Crash test

NL/SP Not yet lokaal



Recap

Increase test coverage and test economically Sealights
Code improvements diffblue
Visual differences

Applitools
Functional tests a basis for ai test  Functionize, Mabl, 
Testim, Retest 
Generate testcases (all except 

Sealights)

real users
Appvance en Functionize
automatic
Functionize, AppTest, Testrigor, Sofy

Metrics quality
Sealights, Eggplant

Crash tests
Testar



What did you think of the tools?



Recap

• The future?

• How much ai/ml is used in the tools?

• Are the tools useful?

• Marketing is King!

• AI is unstoppable→ Game Changer! (buzzword alert)

• To be continued...



Thanks!


